
Mrs. Leopold’s Pre-Kindergarten Newsletter 

Week of March 5-9 

 

 

 

Circle Time:  

Our focus this week shifted to a discussion on dental health. February was National Dental Health Month. 

We talked about how to keep our teeth clean and healthy. We explored our feelings about going to the 

dentist for an appointment. We learned about Mr. Thirsty and other tools that the dentist uses to check 

our teeth. We looked at real teeth molds from a variety of different patients. We even had the 

opportunity to look at a full mouth x-ray with teeth. We compared a child’s amount of teeth to an adult’s 

amount of teeth and realized that adults have more teeth than children. Children have 20 which is less 

than the 32 teeth an adult has. We each realized the importance of brushing our teeth twice each day 

and also agreed that we would try flossing. We read many books including Look at Teeth, Hooray For 

Teeth, A Visit to the Dentist’s Office, and What’s it Like To Be a…Dentist. We learned many new words 

this week including plaque, decay, and cavities to name a few. We sent home a song sheet today. 

 

Art: 

Painting: We painted using toothbrushes as our brush on a tooth cut-out. 

We painted using dental floss one day. 

We painted at the easel on a large tooth. 

 

Dramatic Play Corner: We transformed the doctor’s office into a dentist’s office to celebrate dental 

health month. We added tooth molds, Mr. Thirsty, other dental instruments and mouth x-rays. We are 

now dental hygienists cleaning our patients teeth and dentists checking for cavities and decay. We are 

teaching the patients how to brush and floss properly. We hope that through this experience the children 

will have a better awareness of what to expect at a dentist office and be more willing to go if they are 

currently hesitant and  have never been. They can explain to you how important it is to visit the dentist 

twice a year. 

 

Science: We became scientists and predicted what we thought would happen if we placed one peeled hard 

boiled egg into water and another into Coca-Cola. Some of us thought back to the egg-in-vinegar 

experiment and made similar predictions. Later in the day, we were all surprised to observe that the egg 

in water stayed white but the egg in soda turned brown. We used a toothbrush, and to our excitement the 

brown brushed off. I related the egg to our teeth and what happens if we eat and drink too much sugar. 

We talked about plaque that hurts our teeth. Eating healthy and drinking plenty of water will keep our 

teeth healthier. This experiment reinforced the importance of brushing especially after eating or 

drinking. It is helpful to say the alphabet two times while brushing our teeth. That helps us brush long 

enough. 

 

Small Group: We used our fine motor skills as well as our hand-eye coordination to lace a string in and out 

of a tooth cut-out. We continued to reinforce this skill all week as we played with other lacing toys 

including lacing beads and spring lacers. 

 

We also worked on sequencing stories, objects and photos in order and describing what we see using full 

sentences and lots of wonderful, descriptive vocabulary words.  At home have your child practice telling a 

story with connecting word like first, then, then or first, then and in the end.   

 

We are counting and working on numeral recognition as well as touch counting and 1:1 correspondence as 



we count the teeth inside of a mouth manipulative that Mrs. Leopold made.  

 

Happy Birthday Mrs. Burnett.  We loved celebrating with you. Better late than never.    

 

*** Coming home today is information about healthy teeth.  Please return the teeth 

brushing chart once your child has finished it.  We are talking about the importance of 

brushing your teeth twice a day.  *** 

 

Reminders:  

Parent teacher basketball game is next Friday, March 16.   

 

Send your child to school wearing green on Friday, March 16 to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day. 

 

*** If I met with you for conferences already you received a survey if not I will send home 

today in your child’s folder. Please fill out the NAEYC family survey and return it to me as 

soon as possible. I will compile the results and let you know answers to the questions that 

you might have had.*** 

 

As always, if you have any questions feel free to contact me. 

Have a nice weekend, 

Mrs. Leopold and Mrs. Burnett 

Randi_Leopold@whps.org 

(860) 521-0320 x3409 






